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Abstra t

This paper presents a omputational model of
ognitive maps for navigation, whi h is implemented on a mobile robot. The model is based
on a self-organising neural network whi h reates
a topologi al map of the environment as explored
by the robot. The map neurons an be seen as
`pla e ells' whi h are inspired by the dis overy
of real pla e ells in the rat's hippo ampus. To
in lude metri information, the topologi al map is
omplemented with a physi al for e model. The
performan e of the model is tested both in simulation and on the mobile robot `Samurai'. The
robot is equipped with a ompass as well as an
omnidire tional amera, and ontinuously produ es a low-resolution, orientation-invariant pla e
ve tor. Using only this pla e ve tor and the ompass information, a onsistent map of a newly explored environment an be produ ed.
1.

Introdu tion

Robot navigation is a relatively simple task if the environment is known in advan e and does not hange.
However, this assumption is not ful lled in most realisti appli ations. Espe ially when robots are used as a
tool to model biologi al navigation, whether of humans
or of animals, the test environment should yield onditions similar to the real world. The simplest way to
navigate only in ludes rea tive responses. More sophisti ated navigation strategies de nitely in lude learning,
and onsequently memory. One method of su h memory
stru tures are ognitive or mental maps, whi h a t as a
representation of the environment that ould also be oupled with a tions. The term ` ognitive map' has already
been introdu ed by Tolman in 1948 (Tolman, 1948).
Ele trophysiologi al investigations during behavioural
experiments revealed some interesting orrelations: In
1976, ells were dete ted in the rat's hippo ampus whi h
preferably red when the rat was in a parti ular portion
of its environment, but were largely independent of its
orientation and a tual view (O'Keefe, 1976). The area in
the environment where one parti ular ell has the highest
a tivation is alled the pla e eld of this ell. Another
type of ells were found whi h preferably red when the

rat's head was turned in a ertain dire tion, regardless
of its position in the environment (Taube et al., 1990).
This paper presents a model of learning pla es whi h
is inspired by those dis overies. The ognitive map that
represents pla es and their relations is modelled by a
self-organising neural network. The information ontent
of the ognitive maps is enhan ed by applying a physial for e model. Both the self-organising neural network
model and the physi al for e model are introdu ed and
explained in detail in se tion 2. The performan e of the
model is tested in simulation in se tion 3.1. Se tion 3.2
des ribes the implementation of the model on the mobile robot `Samurai' in experiments under `real world'
onditions. Finally, the results are dis ussed in se tion
4.
2.

Models

In this se tion, the models for the reation of ognitive
maps are explained. The type of input is kept general
and will be spe i ed in more detail when the model is
applied to exploration tours, both in simulation (se tion
3.1) and in robot experiments (se tion 3.2).
2.1

Neural Network Model

The neural network that is used to represent the ognitive map is a modi ed version of the Kohonen selforganising map (Kohonen, 1982). The main di eren e
between this model and the standard Kohonen selforganising map is that no assumption about the spatial
position of the neurons in the ognitive map is made, and
therefore only the onne tion weights of the winning neuron are updated. As there has not yet been found any
obvious orrelation between the spatial arrangement of
pla e ells in the hippo ampus and the spatial arrangement of their pla e elds, this hange seems more appropriate. Another important hange to the standard
Kohonen network is the enfor ement of the weights between the urrent winner neuron and the winner neuron
from one time-step before. This a tion is based on the
ontinuous movement of the agent in its environment. It
allows for the reation of a topologi al map without any
asso iation between pla e ells and spatial oordinates.
The neural network onsists of an input layer f =

(f1 ; :::; fI ) with I neurons and an output layer o =
(o1 ; :::; oJ ) with J neurons, whi h are fully inter onne ted by weight ve tors rj ; (j 2 f1; :::; J g). The output layer (or map layer) an be seen as the topologi al
representation of the ognitive map whose nodes are the
neurons and whose edges store the onne tion weights
jk and angles jk ; (j; k 2 f1; :::; J g).
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gradually aligns the weight ve tors rk of winning neurons
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Figure 1: Stru ture of the neural network. The output layer
represents the ognitive map. The onne tions between the
map layer neurons ontain onne tion weights and angle information.

The a tivation atk for ea h neuron ok in the map layer
is al ulated as a sigmoid fun tion g applied to the tsum
xtk of four di erent terms, atk = g(xtk ) = (1 + e xk ) 1
with xtk = stk + tk + lkt 
The output neuron oj with the strongest a tivation is
deemed the winner neuron. Its a tivation will be set to
one. The other neurons keep their a tivation value whi h
lies between 0 and 1 due to the sigmoid fun tion.
The terms, whi h will be des ribed in more detail in
the following subse tions, are the feature similarity sk ,
the onne tedness k , the movement values lk and a xed
threshold . The threshold  is subtra ted to shift the
input of the sigmoid fun tion more towards zero, whi h
results in a greater variety of possible a tivation values.
The value of  has to be adjusted manually a ording to
the input types.
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where Æ is a learning onstant. The weight ve tors are
then normalised to onstant length. This training law

t 1)
jk

(1)

where is a learning onstant and max is a onstant
maximum onne tion weight. This learning rule an be
seen as a variation of the standard Hebbian learning rule.
A weight de ay has been applied whi h de reases all
onne tion weights between map layer neurons by a fa tor proportional to their a tual weight. In the a tivation
fun tion, the onne tedness tk of ea h neuron ok in the
output layer to neurons oj is weighted with the last a tivation atj 1 of the neurons.
t = 1
k J
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The movement value ontains additional angle information of the travelled path. Its use is motivated by the
dis overy of head dire tion ells in the rat's brain. The
movement angle between two nodes is stored in jk and
is updated ea h time step when ok is the winner neuron
after oj by bise ting the stored angle tjk 1 and the input
angle tinp . The movement value mjk for ea h onne tion
is al ulated as

mjk = os (jjk

sk

The feature similarity is a measure of resemblan e between the input view and an already en ountered view.
It does not take any ontext into a ount and is omparable with simple pattern re ognition. sk is al ulated
as the produ t of the input ve tor f and the weight ve tor rk onne ting f to a neuron oj in the output layer,
t ). Sin e f as well as r have been norstk = Ii=1 (fit rik
k
malised, sk rea hes its maximum value when f = rk .
The weights rk of the winner neuron are updated a ording to the Kohonen learning rule
rk

k

The onne tedness is used to in orporate temporal as
well as spatial ontext into the neural network. Neurons
with a strong onne tion to the previous winner neuron
are more likely to win than other neurons. The onne tion value jk between the winner neuron ok and the
last winner neuron oj in reases a ording to the following formula:

weight vector r

2.1.1

Conne tedness

inp j):

The value for jjk inp j lies between 0 and 2 whi h
assigns mjk a value between 1 and 1.
In the a tivation fun tion, the movement value of the
onne tion between neuron ok and ea h neuron oj in the
output layer is weighted with the last a tivation atj 1 of
the neurons.
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Having introdu ed these terms, the a tivation fun tion
an be expanded to

g(xtk ) = g(
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2.2

Physi al For e Model

So far, the ognitive map does not ontain any expli it
metri information. However, the angle information
stored in the map layer onne tions help transforming
the topologi al into a metri map. We arrange the map
layer of the neural network into a graph G = (V; E ),
where the set of verti es V represents the map layer
nodes, and the set of edges E represents the onne tions
between nodes.

Frep
Fattr

Frot

τ
Figure 2: Three di erent for es an be applied to the nodes:
an attra tive for e (springs), a repulsive for e ( harges) and
a rotational for e (lo al magneti eld applied to the edges).

The nodes are imagined as repulsive harges and the
edges as springs between them. The spring onstant has
been hosen to be the same for all springs, sin e ideally
the pla e neurons are equally distributed on the plane.
Note that the neural network model does not ontain any
expli it metri information about the position of the map
neurons.
Let Æ (v; w) 2 R2 be the distan e ve tor between node
v and node w and d(v; w) = jjÆ(v; w)jj its Eu lidean
distan e. Between ea h pair of nodes, there is a for e
F (v; w) = Frep (v; w)+ Fattr (v; w), the sum of a repulsive
and an attra tive for e. The repulsive for e is aused by
the harges and the attra tive for e is aused by the
springs. If the two nodes are not onne ted by a spring,
then Fattr (v; w) = 0.
The attra tive for e is omputed a ording to Hooke's
law:

Fattr (v; w) =

attr Æ (v; w)

and the repulsive for e is set to be proportional to the
inverse square of the distan e,

Frep (v; w) =

rep

Æ(v; w)
=
d(v; w)3

rep

Æ(v; w)
jjÆ(v; w)jj3 ;

where rep and attr are free parameters to adjust the
for es.
At the beginning, all the nodes get assigned random
x and y values on the Eu lidean plane. In ea h step,

the for es for ea h node are al ulated and the nodes
are moved towards the dire tion of the a ording for e
ve tor by the amount the for e indi ates.
The graph is balan ed when the sum of for es between
all nodes

X

v;w2V;w6=v

(Frep (v; w) + Fattr (v; w))

is minimal and therefore the potential energy has rea hed
a minimum. The graph is perturbed from time to time
to avoid getting stu k in stu k in lo al minima.
The algorithm for a fast and stable solution
omes from Fru hterman and Reingold
(Fru hterman and Reingold, 1991) and is already
implemented in the graph algorithms library of LEDA
(LEDA, 1998). It is a modi ation of the original
spring-embedder model of Eades (Eades, 1984) and
works in analogy to for es in natural systems.
This algorithm does not solve the edge orientation
problem yet, sin e it only implements spring and repulsive for es. Therefore, we modi ed Fru hterman's spring
algorithm by adding rotational for es Frot (v; w) to the
springs. These for es take into a ount the angle information between onne ted map layer neurons in the
neural network (see gure 2).

Frot (v; w) =

rot  (v; w)d(v; w)

2

Æ? (v; w)

where  (v; w) denotes the angle between the urrent
and the stored edge orientation and Æ? (v; w) denotes
the unit ve tor normal to Æ (v; w) whose ross produ t
with the preferred edge dire tion ve tor does not ontain
any negative omponents1 . Sin e  (v; w) =   (w; v ),
Frot (v; w) = Frot (w; v).
2.3

Related Work

There is a vast literature on navigation systems (for
a thorough review see for example Trullier et al.
(Trullier et al., 1997)). We mention only a few that are
losely related to our work:
S holkopf and Mallot (S holkopf and Mallot, 1995)
developed a view-based mapping and path planning system for mazes with a one-to-one orresponden e between
dire ted orridors and views, using a self-organising map.
This self-organising map is similar to the map in our
model in its basi stru ture, the environment however is
restri ted sin e the positions of the pla es were predened. The quality of the resulting maps has been tested
by a goal nding task. Map quality measurement by performing spe i goal nding tasks is feasible for mazes
with a deterministi number of routes, but turns out to
be very diÆ ult for open environments.
1 In R2 there are two possibilities for a unit ve tor normal to

Æ (v; w ).

A model by Franz and Mallot (Franz et al., 1998b)
was used to explore open environments and build graphlike stru tures. It has been implemented on a mobile
robot, however it was not based on a self-organising map.
Self-organising feature maps for navigation
tasks were also used by Owen and Nehmzow
(Owen and Nehmzow, 1997), who were asso iating
re ognised pla es with a tions whi h allowed route
learning. The method has been implemented on a
mobile robot using sonar as well as infrared sensors.
A re ent omputational model of the rat's hippo ampus has been presented by Arleo and Gerstner
(Arleo and Gerstner, 2000). They are modelling an assembly of pla e ells oding for the urrent position of
an agent. Both external (visual input) and internal, selfgenerated information (idiotheti information) is used,
as in our model. The movement dire tion is oded in
four neurons standing for north, west, east and south.
An interesting aspe t is the a tive exploration te hnique
whi h leads to a better distribution of the exploration
tour. The se ond part of their work implements goal
oriented behaviour.
Goal oriented behaviour has also been implemented by
Trullier and Meyer (Trullier and Meyer, 1998). A topologi al representation with a population of pla e ells as
a dire ted graph has been used in their model. Sequen es
of pla es were learned in a ontinuous environment with
obsta les. It was assumed that pla e elds are uniformly
distributed in the environment.
3.

Experiments

Experiments have been performed in simulation (se tion
3.1) as well as on a mobile robot (se tion 3.2).
3.1

Simulation

A simple two-dimensional environment has been hosen for this experiment. It is restri ted by surrounding walls and ontains some onvex obsta les (see gure
3). The exploration is performed by a ir ular robot,
equipped with eight distan e sensors positioned equidistantly around its body. They allow for a very low resolution one-dimensional omnidire tional `view'. The sensors have a maximum range of 15 times the robot's body
size. The sensor reading an be adjusted a ording to
the urrent bearing of the robot. The hoi e of distan es
as a sensor input has not been hosen for its biologi al
plausibility, but rather for its simpli ity and for ful lling
a requirement su h as ontinuity, whi h is essential for
the map building. Using a surround `view' instead of
dire tional views roughly agrees with the visual eld of
the rat, whi h overs 320Æ .
The exploration s enario obeys the following rules:
the agent explores the environment by moving through
it randomly but smoothly. Obsta le avoidan e is per-

Figure 3: The simulated environment after an exploration
tour of the robot. The white ir les mark the position where
the sensors have been read.

formed by reading the three front distan e sensors and
turning a ordingly. Every few time steps, the agent
transfers its sensor readings to the neural network presented in se tion 2.. These readings in lude the urrent
ompass orientation. Using this method, the ognitive
map is gradually generated during exploration.

Figure 4: This gure shows a ognitive map resulting from
the tour pi tured in gure 3. The nodes represent the enter
of the pla e elds and the edges onne tions between the
pla es. Only neurons with at least one onne tion to another
neuron are displayed.

The neural network parameters have been optimised
experimentally: The learning onstant r for the weights
between input and map layer, the learning onstant for
the map layer weights and the maximal value for the
map layer onne tion weights max were all set to 0:3.
The a tivation fun tion threshold  was set to 2:5.
3.1.1

Analysis of the Pla e Fields

In gure 5, two typi al pla e eld pi tures for di erent
numbers of map layer neurons are shown. Noti eable
in both pi tures is the in reased number of pla e elds
around the obje ts. This phenomenon an be explained
by the sensor input hanging more frequently at onvex
orners. The e e ts, however, might lead an outside observer to the on lusion that the robot is more interested
in obje ts than in open spa es.
If one of the pla e ells dies, the map is only slightly
disturbed in its topology. Other neurons, ideally those
with neighbouring pla e elds, will take the part of the
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Figure 5: Distribution and shape of the pla e elds. The
grey value of ea h pixel shows the index of the neuron with
the highest a tivation for sensor measurements taken at this
pla e. Pi ture a) shows the typi al pla e elds for a neural
network with 50 map layer neurons, pi ture b) uses 200 map
layer neurons.

dead ell (no `Grandmother' ell e e t). This follows
dire tly from the de nition of a pla e eld.
The distribution of the winner neuron a tivities for
parti ular pla es is shown in gure 6. Ea h pla e eld
an be re ognised as a small a tivity hill. Pla e elds
measured in rats look similar to the pla e elds in these
experiments. They are usually a few times the animal's
body size, ir ular, and show ring rates whi h de rease
similarly to Gaussian distributions the further away the
rat is from the mass entre of the pla e eld.
3.2

Robot Experiments

To show that the model not only works in theory or with
highly regular input data, but is also able to produ e
stable real world maps, it has been tested on a mobile
robot.
3.2.1

Hardware

The mobile robot `Samurai'2 is equipped with an omnidire tional amera system as well as a magneti eld
ompass. The omnidire tional amera system onsists
of a CCD amera pointing towards a onvex mirror
(Chahl and Srinivasan, 1997). It provides omnidire tional visual information between 30Æ above and 58Æ below the horizon. (see gure 7).
The robot is equipped with a ompass that onsists of
two orthogonally adjusted ux gate sensors whi h pro2 Samurai is produ ed by Neuroni s, Zuri h
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Figure 6: Winner neuron a tivities on a verti al se tion
through the pla e elds in the environment. The simulated
pla e elds show Gaussian a tivity distribution as in rat's
pla e elds.

du e output voltages Vxa and Vya , whi h vary as sine and
osine fun tions of the ompass angle . The angle  of
the ompass (and therefore the robot) is measured by
taking the ar tangent of the quotient of the A/D onverted output voltages Vx and Vy .

V
 = ar tan x
Vy
This allows for rather stable values, whi h however are
strongly in uen ed by power lines et . and do not always
represent the true global ompass orientation a urately.
3.2.2

Visual Pro essing

Instead of distan e information like in the simulation,
visual information has been hosen in the robot experiments. Visual input an be regarded as a biologi ally
plausible tool when performing navigation tasks. Visual
navigation usually distinguishes pla e based navigation
from dire tional view based navigation. In our ase,
pla e based navigation has been hosen for the following
reasons: views of pla es have not to be transformed
long windedly into des riptions of pla es, but present
them almost dire tly. It requires less memory to store
one pla e view instead of several dire tional views. The
visual eld of many animals, in ontrast to humans,
spans almost 360Æ (320Æ for rats). It seems that
navigation strategies an be kept simpler if the eld
of views are larger. Pla es an be remembered by
orientation invariant pla e ve tors when using dire tion
adjusted pla e views, dire tional views are not orientation invariant. Omnidire tional ameras with similar
mirror te hniques we applied have already been used
by (Chahl and Srinivasan, 1997), (Franz et al., 1998a),
(Srinivasan et al., 1997),
(Moller et al., 1998) and
(Yagi and Ya hida, 1991).

ome more problemati , additionally the learning time of
the neural network in reases. If d is too small, the standard deviation of the Gaussian lter is not large enough
to have the desired e e t of reating ontinuous pla e
ve tors over time, whi h results in unstable pla e elds.
The neural network parameters used are the same as in
the simulated environment apart from the input ve tor
dimension, whi h is 16 instead of eight, and the threshold
, whi h is 1:0 instead of 2:5. Input to the neural network
are the pla e ve tors gained through visual pro essing as
well as the urrent ompass value .

#
#

Figure 7: The Samurai robot, equipped with an omnidire tional amera and a magneti ompass.

The visual input is pro essed in several steps to produ e a low-resolution, rotation-invariant output that is
ontinuous in spa e and time. No expli it feature re ognition has to be performed, neither in the simulation
nor in the robot experiments. This has the advantage
of the pro essing being faster and more reliable. Moving obje ts, for whi h the model has not been tested yet
however, might prove to be problemati .

Figure 9: The polar mapping of the amera image (top),
whi h is then verti ally averaged ( enter) and smoothened
(bottom).
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Figure 8: The environment as seen through the amera.

First, the original amera image from gure 8 is tranformed into polar oordinates. The size of the range
below and above the horizon is adjustable. Next, the
image is verti ally averaged and a horizontal Gaussian
lter is applied to smoothen the image (whi h is now 1D,
see gures 9 and 10). To a ount for the urrent robot
orientation, this image line is rotated by a value proportional to the ompass angle. The data is sub-sampled to
an output ve tor of 16 elements, whi h an also be alled
a pla e ve tor. This hoi e has been made, sin e the dimensionality d of the output ve tor has to lie in a ertain
range: if d is too large, errors in the ompass reading be-
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Figure 10: Intensity urve of the verti ally averaged,
smoothened and normalised polar image se tion.

3.2.3

Environment

All robot experiments have been performed in a re tangular oÆ e room (approximately 6x4 meters) ontaining
three desks as well as shelves. Numerous items were lying on the desks as well as on the oor. The light sour e
onsisted of three neon lamps at the eiling. The robot
has been steered manually through the room for exploration using a remote ontrol. During this tour, the pla e
ve tors to be pro essed by the neural network have been
re orded.

3.2.4

Rotation Invarian e

In gure 11, the 16 sensor values are plotted for the robot
rotating on pla e. Sensor values for ea h time step are
onne ted by a line. Note that the neighbourhood relationship between adja ent pixels will not be onserved
when the sensor values are fed into the neural network.
sensor data for rotating robot
100

(tour1). The se ond exploration tour (tour2) has been
hosen to be a movement around an obje t (a oloured
ardboard box) pla ed in the middle of the room. Both
lo kwise and ounter lo kwise movements have been
performed. The distan e to the obje t has been kept
smaller than 1:5 meters. The third one (tour3) is a random tour through the room, avoiding obsta les.
A typi al pla e ell graph for ea h tour is depi ted in
gure 13. The number of nodes is in a ordan e with the
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Figure 11: Output from the visual pro essing system while
the robot was rotating at the same pla e.

In gure 12, the 16 sensor values are plotted for the
robot moving from one side of the room to the other
in a straight line. Note that the sensor input hanges
quite fast, however the ontinuity from step to step is
still apparent.
sensor data for robot traversing the room
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Figure 12: Output from the visual pro essing system while
the robot was moving in a straight line from one side to the
other side of the room.

3.2.5

Evaluation of the Topologi al Stru ture

We distinguish between di erent exploration tours performed in the same room des ribed above. The rst
and simplest one is a movement forth and ba k along a
large shelf with eventual rotations at the turning points

Figure 13: Maps for di erent exploration tours in an oÆ e
room. The parameters for all three maps were the same (100
map neurons). The strength of the onne tion weights is
shown as the thi kness of the drawn edges.

area of spa e that has been explored. The onne tivity
is lear and usually results in planar maps. The pla e
elds have the size of a few times the robot's body size.
Even when exa tly the same sensor re ordings are fed
into the neural network, the resulting maps an have different topology as well as di erent angle values. The reason lies in the random initialisation of the neural network
weights. For two di erent random exploration tours with
the robot, it is very unlikely to re eive exa tly the same
maps. However, ea h map onverges to a stable state
during learning. As there is no su h thing like `the right
map', maps with di erent topology an have the same
fun tionality for navigation in the same environment.
3.2.6

Stru ture of the Pla e Fields

In the robot experiments, it is more diÆ ult to nd appropriate map quality evaluation methods than in simulation. The pi ture of pla e elds that an be measured is
oarser and not as a urate as in the simulation, mostly
due to the noise that in uen es the amera pi ture as
well as the position and the ompass information of the
robot.

To be able to evaluate the pla e elds in the robot
experiments, some measurements had to be taken: The
room has been lassi ed into a grid of 15 times eight
squares (120 in total), ea h overing 625 m2 . The robot
has been pla ed at the enter of ea h square and the orresponding amera snapshot has been stored. After the
network has been trained with a random walk, the pla e
ve tors of these 120 snapshots were fed into the neural
network. The a tivation of ea h map layer ell in the ase
of the pla e eld pi ture was re orded by only using the
feature similarity term without the onne tedness and
movements values, sin e the order of the snapshots was
not taken into a ount. The indi es of the winner neurons have been re orded and were used to reate a pla e
eld map of the environment representation. Examples
are shown in gure 14.
Despite the low resolution of the pla e eld pi ture,
one an learly see the pla e elds whi h have the size of
a few times the robot's body size. The size distribution
of the pla e elds also takes are of the fa t that two
hairs and several folders were standing in the area of the
upper two orners. The winner pla e ells are hanging
more frequently at these lo ations. Another e e t to
be noti ed is the o asional o uran e of multiple pla e
elds. This e e t has also been observed in rats.
Multiple pla e elds are problemati for the visualisation of the pla e ell graph, sin e one ell with multiple
pla e elds represents two or more regular ells. The
number of onne tions for this ell is in reased, and its
spatial position gained from the physi al for e model lies
somewhere between the positions of its pla e eld enters. This an lead to non-planar graphs. A pra ti al
solution to this problem is to only in lude those edges
whose strength lies beyond a ertain threshold (see gure
14).
4.
4.1

Dis ussion
Convergen e

During learning, the a tivation of the winner neuron onverges to a ertain value. We are feeding the re orded
pla e ve tors of the same run several times onsequently
into the neural network. In doing so, the result of the
data is more omparable, additionally, it also resembles
the playing ba k of neural states in the hippo ampus
during REM sleep (Wilson and M Naughton, 1994). In
gure 15, the a tivity of the winner neuron is plotted
over a run of 100 pla e ve tor readings. The dotted line
shows the rst iterations of the run, the solid line shows
the 100th iteration. The ertainty of being at a ertain
pla e in reases over time.
In gure 16, ten learning runs of the same exploration
tour through the room but with di erent random starting weights are plotted. All of them are onverging, however they are not onverging to the same value.

Figure 14: This gure shows two examples of pla e elds of
the environment representation after a random walk. A pla e
eld in these gures onsists of dire tly onne ted squares
with the same index. The indi es represent the winner neurons. The neural network of the rst pi ture started with 100
map layer neurons, the se ond with 50. In the se ond pla e
eld pi ture, the graph onne tions ex eeding a ertain onne tion strength threshold were inserted into the diagram.

4.2

Implementation of Goal Finding

Future work will in lude the implementation of a goal
nding me hanism. Finding a known goal ould be realized by letting the agent `think' of the goal pla e, whi h
triggers one pla e ell to re with the highest a tivation
and win. After this a tivation spread on other onne ted
nodes until it has rea hed the urrent node where the
agent `thinks' it urrently is, it just has to walk into the
dire tion where the a tivation ame from. The spread of
a tivation an be modulated by the onne tion weights
in a way that allows stronger onne tions pass the a tivation faster. The problem with this approa h is that
there needs to be a ontrol system outside of the map,
whi h performs some sort of mental exploration.
4.3

Con lusion

A omputational neural network model has been presented and tested in simulation as well as on a mobile
robot. The model reates suÆ iently stable maps, whi h
an be used for navigation purposes. The topology of
the map does not hange after a few iterations of an
exploration tour. The main advantage of this model to
some existing models is that it does not require any metri data of the robot's a tual position. The model ex-

In summary, a omputational model of ognitive maps
has been reated that an be used for navigation tasks in
realisti environments. It has been shown in simulated
as well as in robot experiments that a onsistent ognitive map an be built during exploration tours. The
sensor input for the robot ould be kept very low level,
no expli it metri information gathering was ne essary.
The ognitive map has been su essfully enhan ed with
metri information by the physi al for e model. Learning takes pla e in an non-supervised manner, whi h resembles the navigational learning pro esses in biologi al
systems.
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Figure 15: Winner neuron a tivations for an exploration tour
with the robot. The dotted line shows the rst iterations of
the run, the solid line shows the 100th iteration. The straight
lines are the average a tivation of the winner neuron over ea h
iteration.
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ploits the amera data as well as the time and order
it is a quired. The required metri information an be
extra ted in a self-organising manner.
The arti ial neural network is inspired by real neuronal ar hite tures. The neurons and synapses in this
model are idealised and should not be regarded as biologi ally realisti neurons and synapses. Dire tion information is urrently stored in synapti weights, but might
also be modelled in a way more similar to head dire tion
ells. This ould be done by allowing presynapti inhibition or fa ilitation.
So far, only the a quisition of ognitive maps has been
investigated, without using these maps for spe i tasks.
A quisition and appli ation of maps ould be separated
phases, but it would also be possible to exploit the already learned map to in uen e the robot movements
during learning.
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